
Dear Peak investors,

That was an exciting first half of 2022. Stocks closed H1 for the worst first half in 52 years: S&P

500 plunged 20.6% year-to-date (8.4% in June) as concerns over heightened inflation and the

prospects of a recession weighed heavily on risk assets. The Dow ended H1 at 30,775.43,

dropping 15.3% for the year-to-date, marking its worst first half since 1962. And the Nasdaq's

29.5% drop in 2022 marked its worst first half on record. Previously, the Dow hadn’t been red

for 8 straight weeks in 99 years, not even in 2008 or 1929! We’ve officially entered a bear

market. This alongside the Crypto crash and Bitcoin being down 61% year-to-date (the supposed

hedge against inflation). This was Bitcoin’s largest drawdown since the third quarter of 2011,

when cryptocurrency was still in its infancy. Ethereum’s losses were closer to 70%. So far in 2022

we’ve experienced peak inflation, a hawkish Fed, a dumping of equities, rise in interest rates, a

real estate slowdown, war on European soil, and a crypto implosion.  Not for the faint of heart if

you’re diversified and invested.

Peak’s net returns to investors was a respectable 7.09% for Q2 and 11.51% YTD. It was tracking

to be about 3% higher, but an end of month volatility draw down had us at our quarterly lows

tracking the last two weeks before quarter end. Despite that, we’re very pleased with this result

as it almost exactly matches our returns from last year for the same period, even though the

market environment was completely different. It served as an out-of-sample validation of the

non-correlation of the strategies to the market in general. We’re equally producing in bullish

periods as we are in bear markets and market volatility. Again, from our last letter, we’ve been

up in low volatility, and up in high volatility: we view this as a testament to the testing,

composition, and diversification of the trading portfolio. Peak returns are trending up regardless

of market movement and are indifferent to broader market moves, remaining uncorrelated and

diversified.

Peak Total Investment Fund SPC has also been steadily growing, almost entirely by word of

mouth (thank you!). The Assets Under Management almost doubled in 2021, and we expect it

to more than double again this year, likely by next month. We had originally posited that we

may run into liquidity issues with growth, but to date that has not been the case (especially by

utilizing futures options). We don’t anticipate any liquidity issues with our current AUM or even

with further growth.
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Last, we’re also happy to report that our recently launched Peak Tail Segregated Portfolio did

extremely well in June (its second month live), returning 22% gross. While we didn’t experience

a qualifying balck swan event, where this fund truly shines, the income trades and hedges

capitalized on the volatility that was present in the market.

We’d like to extend our gratitude to all of our current investors for entrusting us with your

investments. The markets have been challenging for so many, and we’re glad that we can report

positive, strong returns for the first half of the year.

As always,  please feel free to contact either of us anytime about anything.

Sincerely,

Patrick and Chris
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